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Background
• Non communicable diseases 

• Stress, anxiety and depression

• Yoga intervention



Adrenomedullin (ADM)
 Multifunctional regulatory peptide – vasodilation, cell growth, 

regulation of hormone secretion, natriureisis, antimicrobial effects

 CGRP superfamily

 Regulated by inflammation and oxidative stress

 2-10pM  normal plasma 

 Calcitonin receptor like receptor/ RAMP complex

 cAMP, Akt, MAPK-ERK signalling



Plasma elevations – NCDs

ADMs – BMI

Vascular and cardiac stress

Hypertension, renal stres

Exercise



Yin Yoga

• Meditative form of Hatha

Yoga

• Calmness and mindfulness

• Seated and lying postures

• Deep breathing



YOMI program

 Yoga and Mindfulness

 Psychoeducation

 Acceptance and Commitment 

Therapy (ACT)

 Compassion Focused Therapy 

(CFT)



Hypothesis
1. The Yin Yoga and YOMI program will reduce levels of ADM, 

preceived stress, anxiety, depression and sleep

2. Changes in ADM are related to changes on psychological health 

variables



Participants
The inclusion criteria

• Experiencing moderate to high stress in everyday 
life for the past month (i.e. had a total score of 8 or 
higher [on a range of 0 to 16] on the 4 selected 
items from the Perceived Stress Scale [PSS])

• Being physically fit enough (based on a self-report) 
to perform slow but deep yoga postures

• Could participate during the intervention period, 
and

• Aged 40±65 years. 

The exclusion criteria

• Previous regular yoga or mindfulness practice (i.e. 
more than 6 months of practice in the past year), 

• Current psychological or psychopharmacological 
treatment,

• Inability to attend more than 5 of the scheduled 10 
yoga sessions

•Sweden

•Advertisements in local newspapers

•People experiencing chronic stress

•Ethical considerations

Sample size calculation

G*power

Effect size(f=0.15)

Significance (α = 0.05)

Power 0.95

Sample size =89



Interventions
Yin yoga

 60 minutes

 Twice a week

 5 consecutive weeks

YOMI program

60 minutes Yin yoga

30 minutes psychoeducation and mindfulness practice

Twice a week

5 consecutive weeks

YOMI program themes

•Observation and breathing

•Our five senses

•Balance

•Acceptance

•Self care







Investigations
• Fasting blood sample – Adrenomedullin

• Perceived Stress Scale (PSS)

• The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)

• The Insomnia Severity Index (ISI)



Statistics
 ANOVA

 Independent sample t test

 Chi square test

 Regression Analysis

 Pearsons correlations



Results















Discussion
YOMI based pilot study

Short yoga interventions with important benefits

Changes in ADM not significantly related to perceived stress levels

Yin yoga with psychoeducation

ADM not a causal factor

Attrition



Critique
Title

Sampling

Sample size

Web based assessments

Primary objective

Psychoeducation alone as an intervention

Placebo control 

 ? Weakly significant result



Future directions
• Generalizability of data

• ADM as a potential marker for Mental Health

• Placebo control 

• Screening/ assessments by Psychiatrist
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